WE BUILT IT. WE KNOW IT.

THE STORY OF MOPAR® BEGAN 80 YEARS AGO WITH A FOCUS ON MOTOR PARTS AND THE INTRODUCTION OF A SIMPLE CAN OF ANTIFREEZE.

THROUGH THE DECADES, WE HAVE GROWN INTO SO MUCH MORE. TODAY, AS THE OFFICIAL SERVICE, PARTS AND CUSTOMER CARE PROVIDER FOR FCA CANADA INC. BRAND VEHICLES, WE WALK ALONGSIDE YOU AS YOUR PARTNER IN THE VEHICLE OWNERSHIP EXPERIENCE. THAT’S WHY WE OFFER AUTHENTIC PARTS AND ACCESSORIES DESIGNED BY THE SAME ENGINEERS THAT CREATED YOUR VEHICLE TO MAKE IT TRULY YOURS. IT’S WHY OUR TEAM IS COMPRISED OF EXPERT RETAILER TECHNICIANS WHO KNOW YOUR MAKE AND MODEL BEST, ARMED WITH LEADING-EDGE DIAGNOSTIC TECHNOLOGY NO ONE ELSE CAN MATCH, AND IT’S WHY WE’VE CREATED UNIQUE SERVICES LIKE EXPRESS LANE SERVICE AND MOPAR VEHICLE PROTECTION® PLANS. THAT’S THE MOPAR ADVANTAGE: MAKING LIFE MORE CONVENIENT WITH PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, RAMPING UP YOUR PRIDE OF OWNERSHIP WITH AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES ADDING STYLE AND FLAIR TO YOUR DRIVE. AFTER ALL, WE BUILT IT, WE KNOW IT.
A. GOOSENECK TRAILER HITCH. (1)
If equipped with factory Gooseneck/Fifth-Wheel Prep Package, GOOSENECK BALL KIT [82213632 – 2 5/16” Ball] with locking mechanism and two Safety Chain Tie-Downs is available. If not, the GOOSENECK PREP KIT [82213631 – 3” Ball] with two frame- and cartridge-mounted stanchions and hardware is available.

B. DIRECT-MOUNT FIFTH-WHEEL HITCH. (1)(2)
With 9,072-kg (20,000-lb), 11,340-kg (25,000-lb) or 13,608-kg (30,000-lb) tow ratings. Includes colour-coded three-position indicator and extra-wide opening on fully articulating torsion head. [82214742 – 9,072 kg (20,000 lb)] [82214743 – 11,340 kg (25,000 lb)] [82215769 – 13,608 kg (30,000 lb)]

C. FIFTH-WHEEL HITCH MOUNTING-FRAME. (1)
Includes kingpin indicator, spherical axial bearing, double pivoting head and 22” rail spacing with captured quarter-turn tie-downs.

D. FIFTH-WHEEL HITCH WITH GLIDER. (1)(2)
12” travel allowance. 9,072-kg (20,000-lb) tow rating.

E. FIFTH-WHEEL HITCH WITH FIXED LEGS. (1)(2)
12” travel allowance. 9,072-kg (20,000-lb) or 11,340-kg (25,000-lb) tow rating. Fifth-Wheel Prep Package also available. [82213823] [82213821]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar®. (2) For Ram 2500/3500 pickups; requires Gooseneck/Fifth-Wheel Prep Package from the factory, or retailer-installed Fifth-Wheel Hitch Prep Package.

F. BALL MOUNT ADAPTER KIT.
[82213828 – 5” Drop] [82213829 – 3” Drop]

G. TRAILER TOW BALL KIT.
[82213999 – Chrome 2 5/16” Ball with 1 1/4” Shank] [82213563 – Chrome 1 7/8” Ball with 1” Shank] [82213657 – Chrome 2 5/16” Ball with 1” Shank]

H. TELESWIVEL® HITCH RECEIVER.
Easily and quickly attach your trailer by extending and swiveling the trailer ball – and at an operating angle 25% larger than conventional hitches. Available in Standard, Drop Hitch and Adapter Accessory Channel versions. [82215194 – Standard] [82215196 – Drop Hitch] [82215195 – Adapter Accessory Channel]

I. TELESWIVEL DROP HITCH.
Allows for height adjustments within an 11” range (4” rise and 7” drop).

J. TELESWIVEL ACCESSORY CHANNEL.
Allows for installation of various trailering accessories. [82215198]

K. 2” BALL-PINTLE.
[82215198]

L. 2 5/16” DUAL-BALL.
[82215197]
A. CHROME FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Deflects road debris, dirt and insects away from vehicle’s hood and windshield. Also available in Smoke.

B. CHROME BODYSIDE MOULDINGS. Adds protection to truck’s side panels. Available for all models.

C. CHROME TUBULAR SIDE STEPS. Extra-wide featuring textured stepping surface for easy entry and exit. No drilling required. Available in all full-lengths.

AUTHORITY TO TOW AND HAUL

A. TRAILER TOW MIRRORS. Help improve rear visibility when towing. Available in a 17.8 x 27.9 cm (7 x 11 inch) design that flips horizontal for everyday driving.

B. WHEEL FLARES. Defend against debris, branches and ground. Available for cabs to cover wheel wells and fenders.

C. TOW HOSES. Set of two 25' length.

D. WARN® WINCH. Sealed, water-resistant, die-cast body structure includes wired remote control and hawse fairlead. Mounts to existing bumper holes. Winch Mounting Kit required, sold separately.

E. ALUMINUM LADDER RACK. (1) 340-kg (750-lb) rating. Anodized aluminum construction. Includes four 51-cm (20-inch) supports, two 180-cm (70-inch) load bars with integrated T-slot and four adjustable, powder-coated load stops.

F. BED EXTENDER. (2) Extends the bed with the tailgate down. Flipped inward it’s a convenient divider to keep cargo from sliding to the front of the bed.

See chart below for additional part numbers. Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

Cannot be used with RamBox.®
A. CONVENTIONAL-MOUNT STANDARD TOOLBOX. Aluminum in standard or heavy-duty commercial grades. Features easy-access lid, protective seal coats, stainless steel hinges and professional body welds. Mounts permanently to conventional beds. (8215872)

B. HEAVY-DUTY COMMERCIAL TOOLBOX. Features built-in storage bins with gear-locking rotary locking lid system and side-end-mounted push-button opening with heavy-duty springs and heavy-gauge weatherstripping. (8212467)

C. HARD FOLDING TONNEAU COVER. Features four rust and corrosion-resistant panels. Front panel opens for easy access to cargo. (1)

D. ROLL-UP TONNEAU COVER. Integrated crossbow construction with one-side operation. No tools required. (2)


F. TRIFOLD TONNEAU COVER. Removable quick-release latches. (2)

G. UNDER-THE-RAIL BEDLINER. Skid-resistant, ribbed construction keeps cargo in place and promotes water drainage from bed. Moulded of high-density polyethylene blend. (2)

H. BED MAT. Nylon-reinforced rubber. (2)

I. BED RUG. Surface resists fluid, oil, gas and grease stains. Contains plastic foam backing. (1)

J. RAMBOX® BEDLINER (Shown on 1500). For pickups equipped with the RamBox® Cargo Management System. Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application. (8219785)
**A. CARGO BIN LOCKS.** For Crew Cab in-floor storage bins. No drilling required. (82211653)

**B. DOOR SILL GUARDS.** Brushed stainless steel with laser-etched Ram logo. Set of four for Crew Cab and Mega Cab, set of two for Regular Cab. (82212428AB – Crew Cab / Mega Cab)

**C. LOCKING GLOVE BOX.** (82211490)

**D. RAMBOX® HOLSTER.** Configures to secure two rifles (with scopes) or two shotguns, or six fishing rods with reels. Rotating stanchions can be relocated to accommodate a variety of gun and/or rod lengths. For driver or passenger side. (82213065AD)

**E. DIESEL FUEL CAP.** For Cummins® 6.7L Turbo Diesel engine. (82214609)

**F. LOCKING FUEL CAP.** Guards against theft or contamination of fuel. Includes quarter-turn locking gas cap and two keys. (05278655AB)

**G. RAM LOGO MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS.** Not compatible with wheel flares. (82211228)

**H. CHROME BEDSIDE RAILS.** For 6-foot 4-inch conventional bed vehicles. (3502)

**I. WHEEL LOCKS.** Offers maximum protection without affecting wheel balance. Includes four chrome-plated lug nuts and a special-fitting key. (82211811)

**J. CLEARANCE RUNNING LIGHTS.** Production-style lights are mounted on the roof to increase your truck's visibility. Set of five. (82211190AB)

**K. CARGO RAMP.** Features rubberized non-slip tailgate protector, safety straps and hooks. Individual ramps sold separately. (82211482)

**L. CHROME FUEL FILLER DOOR.** (82211393AB)

**M. COLD WEATHER GRILLE COVER.** Promotes efficient operation of cooling system during cold weather. Diesel only. (82212217AD)

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
STEP UP — TO TOTAL CAPABILITY

1. STAINLESS STEEL TUBULAR SIDE STEPS. Feature skid-resistant rubber pads. No drilling required. Available in both- or wheel-to-wheel length or standard cab height.

2. ALUMINUM RUNNING BOARDS. Designed for minimal slippage. Available in Black or Silver.

3. STIRRUP SIDE STEPS. Mounts below the driver- and passenger-side doors. Feature skid-resistant surface.

4. BED STEP. Extends and retracts. For single- or dual-exhaust vehicles.

5. CHROME TUBULAR SIDE STEPS.

6. BLACK TUBULAR SIDE STEPS. Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

Properly secure all cargo.
A. SPARE TIRE LOCK. [82230352]
B. BED LIGHTS. Install into factory-pierced holes in conventional pickup beds. Includes on/off switch. [82215795AB]
C. KICKER® SOUND SYSTEMS. Exclusive audio system upgrade components. No cutting or soldering required. [82215414]
D. WIRELESS CHARGING PAD. Charging made quick and easy when equipped with the included smartphone cover. Professional installation recommended. [82214869AB]
E. BATTERY BLANKET. Warms battery to extend life and retain starting power. 80 watts. [8230077 8]
F. JUMPER HARNESS. Allows for use of the Back-Up Camera(2) when the tailgate is removed. [82215671AB]
G. ELECTRONIC TRAILER BRAKE CONTROLLER. Precise digital readout displays amount of brake force as additional traction. Trailer brake actuation is automatically to match vehicle's requirements and can also be applied manually via a sliding switch. [82215040AB]
H. BED-MOUNTED WIRING HARNESS. 7-way Round to 4-way Flat. [56019823]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application. (1) A voucher to redeem applicable wireless smartphone cover is included with purchase of the Wireless Charging Pad. (2) Always look before proceeding; electronic drive aid is not a substitute for conscientious driving. Always be aware of your surroundings. (3) Guidepoint subscriptions governed by Guidepoint terms and conditions available at www.guidepointsystems.com (sign-in required). Optional features subject to additional fees. (4) Check provincial and local laws on the use of remote starters. FACTORY ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEM [82215553]
E. BED STEP. Extends and retracts with weight. Available for both single- and dual-exhaust vehicles. Provides a convenient, intermediate platform to access the truck bed. A spring-loaded cam allows the step to extend and retract by stepping down on it.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.

YOUR RAM NEEDS IT — AND WE’VE GOT IT
PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT

VEHICLE FEATURES KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS.

Protect your investment with Katzkin® leather-trimmed interior options. Ask your retailer for more information.

ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS. Kick out the trash and trap outdoor elements to keep your interior looking clean. Available in Black (shown) or Canyon Brown.

A. FRONT. Feature the Ram’s Head logo. Available for Regular Cab models only.
   - 82215579AB – Black
   - 82215580AB – Brown

B. FRONT AND REAR. Available for Crew Cab and Mega Cab models. Check your Ram for availability.
   - 82215583AB – Crew Cab, Black
   - 82215584AB – Crew Cab, Brown
   - 82215585AB – Mega Cab, Black
   - 82215586AB – Mega Cab, Brown

C. PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. Protect vehicle’s footwell carpet. Front mats feature the Ram’s Head logo. Rear mats are available for Crew Cab and Mega Cab models. Set of two.
   - 82213393AB – Front

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.